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ABSTRACT

Figure 1: S3 Viking Displaying Drogue Refueling System

The United States Navy has used the Drogue refueling system since the 1950’s.
This system, while incredibly effective, has design elements that, if improved upon, could
save the Navy millions of dollars per year. For my thesis project within the University of
Maine Honors College, I studied the drag characteristics of two models of a refueling
apparatus. One model mirrored the current Navy design and the other was based on my
sensor array design implemented within my Mechanical Engineering Capstone team
project, which was to design, build, and fly a remote-controlled (RC) aircraft that
deployed and retracted a towed array during flight. A more aerodynamically efficient
design would save money on fuel during organic tanking (Navy aircraft to Navy aircraft)
or non-organic tanking operations, thereby increasing tanker range, saving money on
carrier replenishment, and creating a higher level of mission readiness. After examining
both the current refueling basket and my competition-based sensor design, I found the
estimated maximum amount of money the Navy could save on an annual basis to be
$29.1 million. The process for this comparison was to test 3-D printed parts within a

wind tunnel and scale the results to mirror real-world (prototypical) counterparts. Though
the purpose of this thesis was not to reinvent the metaphorical wheel of Navy mid-air
refueling systems, drawing attention to potential cost-effective design changes would be
beneficial to the Naval Aviation community in the long-term.
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FIRST SENSOR EXPERIMENT

This experiment was crucial to my Mechanical Engineering Capstone team
project, building an aircraft for the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) Design-Build-Fly (DBF) competition. The mission for this year’s competition
was to design an RC aircraft that could deploy and retract a sensor during flight. This
sensor had to maintain controlled, stable flight during the competition. Therefore the first
experiment conducted was to test the stability of the sensor. Within my capstone team, I
was in charge of designing the towed array. When designing this part, keeping in mind
the competition rules set forth by the AIAA, I had the intent of creating a part that could
potentially replace the drogue refueling basket (as shown deploying from an S3 Viking in
Figure 1 within the Abstract section). The stability of this sensor was key because not
only did the competition require the sensor to maintain steady flight, but for obvious
reasons, if this sensor pattern was to be a viable system for the Navy, it must not roll or
rotate for the pilot to make successful contact.
Summary
The AIAA 2021 Design-Build-Fly (DBF) competition required teams and aircraft
to deploy a sensor during a flight mission that had the ability to deploy and retract while
maintaining stable flight. According to the DBF rulebook, aerodynamically stable is
defined as remaining in a fixed orientation (not spinning or rotating) with no effect on the
stability of the aircraft. This experiment studied the motion of the sensor by simulating
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flight within the University of Maine Crosby Lab wind tunnel. During testing, the
experimenter gauged the roll and rotation of the sensor about a neutral axis. Observing
the flight characteristics based on acceptable limits allowed the team to see if the
sensor will function properly during the mission and the best course of action for
calibrating sensor deployment. Acceptable limits for each iteration of the experiment
were based on wind speed and distance from attachment to sensor.
Objectives
•

Test the flight stability of the conical sensor apparatus in terms of roll and rotation

•

Utilize wind speeds 15 m/s, 17.5 m/s, and 20 m/s to simulate mid-flight
conditions and observe differences in sensor motion for each wind speed

•

Attach sensor to fixed points at corresponding distances 12 inches, 18 inches, and
24 inches to simulate deployment and retraction of the sensor during the DBF
competition sensor mission

•

Based on attachment distance, observe whether the sensor violates the 4-inch, 6inch, or 8-inch allowable rotation cone around neutral axis

•

For each iteration of the experiment, observe if the sensor rolls to an angle greater
than 90 degrees from its neutral point

•

Used DBF competition rules to judge if the sensor violates controlled vs. noncontrolled flight regulations; thereby preventing team disqualification
Methodology

Based on the information in Appendix A’s Table 5, the experimenter calibrated the wind
tunnel to generate a simulated slow-speed condition (15 m/s), an average cruise speed
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condition (17.5 m/s), and a high-speed condition (20 m/s) where the sensor was attached
to the inner wall of the wind tunnel with fishing line. The thin fishing line produced
minimal drag and therefore had little influence on the flight characteristics of the sensor.
There were three different attachment lengths for each airspeed: 12 inches, 18 inches, and
24 inches. These separate attachment lengths simulated the deploying and retracting of
the sensor from the fuselage during the sensor mission. Each iteration of the test allowed
the experimenter to observe whether the conical sensor rolled greater than ninety degrees
in the clockwise or counterclockwise directions and whether the sensor rotated outside of
its allowable cone.
Theory
While this experiment is based on observation rather than calculation, the
experimenter tested whether theory on aerodynamic drag will prevent the sensor from
rolling past the allowable limit. The conical sensor has tear-shaped cutouts to mimic a Vtail design on an aircraft without adding additional weight or violating DBF regulations
on sensor length and width. The theory dictates that when the sensor begins to roll in the
clockwise or counterclockwise direction, the drag produced by the cutouts would provide
a counter force and push the sensor back into the neutral position. The experimenter also
observed whether this drag forced the sensor to sit in a position where the cutouts were
facing upward or downward.
In addition to the aerodynamic testing of the V-Tail cutouts, the experimenter
tested whether the weight of the electronics that will be placed in the sensor for the DBF
sensor mission would assist or deter the sensor from rolling. To simulate the electronics
within the sensor cone, a hexagonal nut was glued to the bottom interior of the cone as
3

shown in Figure 2. Similar to the cutouts, if the sensor started to roll during the test, the
weight of the nut would create a moment that allows the sensor to roll back to its neutral
position.
The wind speeds utilized in the wind tunnel sensor testing were determined from
the graph in Appendix B. For low speed (15 m/s), cruising speed (17.5 m/s), and high
speed (20 m/s), the experimenter used the chart to find the VFD setting he or she inputted
into the wind tunnel control panel (as displayed in Figure 3) in order to achieve the
desired wind speed.

Figure 2: Image of Sensor During Test Displaying Nut Counterweight on Inner Surface

Figure 3: Wind Tunnel Control Panel
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Apparatus and Procedure
The sensor was the only part tested in the wind tunnel by the AIAA team 1. Within the
wind tunnel, the experimenter inserted the circular floor panel attachment and roof cap
attachment for the sensor as shown in Figures 4 and 5 below. Since the inside section of
the wind tunnel is 29.5 inches by 29.5 inches, it was difficult to attach fishing line to both
floor and roof surfaces where the fishing line was completely vertical with tension
(mirroring a rod). Therefore, the fishing line was attached with slack that extended six
inches behind the floor and roof attachment. To compensate for this slack, the fishing line
that connected the sensor and the semi-vertical fishing line was decreased in length by six
inches. This is also displayed in Figure 5. The sensor sat in the center of the semivertical fishing line attachment; approximately fifteen inches above the wind tunnel floor.
This provided clearance for the sensor to extend downward as it would during flight and
move within the appropriate rotation cone. First, the experimenter calibrated the wind
tunnel to produce an airflow velocity of 15 m/s for slower speed operations. Then, the
sensor was attached with fishing line to the semi-vertical attachment at a short length,
medium length, and longer length in that order. The attachment lengths can be seen in
Table 6. Afterwards, the same process was repeated at 17.5 m/s and 20 m/s to simulate
cruise and high-speed operations respectively. The experimenter ran three iterations of
each length at each wind speed; thereby giving a range of data that was used to make
conclusions about the stability of the sensor during flight at different conditions
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Figure 4: Wind Tunnel Testing and Viewing Area

Figure 5: Wind Tunnel Floor Insert with Fishing Line, 6” Slack, and Sensor Attached
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Results
As seen in Table 1 in Appendix A, when observing each iteration of the
experiment, the experimenter recorded approximate angles of roll and cone violations. In
these results, the red indicated violations of allowable regulations and signaled out of
control flight. One interesting phenomenon that was observed is that the sensor would sit
in stable flight for fifteen to twenty second and then violently thrash for five to ten
seconds before returning to stable flight. For this reason, Table 1 displays two numbers in
the section containing sensor roll. The first number is the angle that the sensor would roll
to during stable flight and the second number is the angle that the sensor would roll to
during the thrashing, erratic flight (ex. 20-80). Furthermore, the test numbers surrounded
by brackets were the most stable tests (ex. [5-20]).

Table 1: Sensor Experiment 1 Stability Results
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Results Interpretation
During the experiment, finding violations of the allowable flight limits allowed
the experimenter to see where the apparatus would fail during the actual mission. The
phenomenon discussed above was not something that was expected before this
experiment. Therefore, it was fascinating to view what effects the cutouts and the
counterweight has on the sensor flight. It can be stated that the most likely cause of the
sudden, erratic flight behavior was short bursts of turbulent flow within the wind tunnel
and energy stored in the fishing line attachments due to vibration, roll, and yaw. If there
was more time in the semester, the experimenter would adjust the sensor and attachment
setup and run subsequent tests. Once again, this process is prototypical to that seen in the
aviation industry: a prototype is designed, tested, and tweaked.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The failures during this experiment are relatively minor and would have the
ability to be corrected if there were further tests performed. The sensor is an easy part to
adjust and test again. By testing and repeating, the experimenter finds the most reliable
information on which to base the functional item. In this case, the data gathered in this
experiment helped the AIAA team 1 prepare the aircraft and sensor deployment system
for the DBF competition missions. From the data, it was shown that the shortest length
(12”) at eighty percent wind speed (17.5 m/s) were the optimal flight conditions for stable
flight. Even though the low-speed conditions produced less failures, the stable flight
during cruising speed had the least amount of roll. These conclusions allowed the AIAA
team 1 to optimize the DBF sensor mission flight based on these experimental findings.
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Finally, this test prevented the team from violating the DBF rules and regulations on
stable flight.
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SECOND DRAG EXPERIMENT: REFUELING BASKET

The most important aspect to understanding which design would be more efficient
for mid-air refueling operations was to find the force of drag on each of the two parts.
This drag tells engineers how much force is being produced by the part during flight
against the tanker aircraft. If engineers were able to find a design that produces less drag
force, the Department of Defense could save money on jet fuel required to fly the tanker
aircraft during a given mission.
Summary
To test the sensor and Navy refueling basket drag forces, the wind tunnel was
again used to calculate the forces produced by the parts at varying wind speeds. To test
the forces, a simple load cell was attached to the parts within the wind tunnel. Signal
from the load cell was sent to a desktop that produced a graph of the results. From this,
the relationship between the sensor and the refueling basket were able to be analyzed
based on calibration results. The purpose of comparing these test results is to see whether
the sensor produces more or less drag than the refueling basket. If so, the results can be
scaled to determine how much drag a prototypical-sized sensor would produce during
flight; allowing engineers to determine if a new refueling basket design would be worth
utilizing.
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Figure 6: Navy Refueling Basket in SolidWorks and Within Wind Tunnel

Objectives
•

Create a setup within the wind tunnel that will allow the load cell to accurately
calculate the drag

•

Calibrate the load cell using weights prior to testing the sensor or the refueling
basket

•

Produce graphs visualizing sensor and basket behavior at varying wind speeds

•

Determine design that produces least amount of drag within wind tunnel
Methodology
To understand how the parts behave in the wind tunnel, the sensor and the

refueling basket were tested at varying wind speeds. This was similar to the first
experiment testing flight characteristics. However, this second experiment utilized a
larger number of variations to get a clearer picture of how drag increases with wind
speed. Not only is this crucial to determining which part is more aerodynamically
11

efficient, but it also allows the experimenter to accurately scale the part to prototypical
size and drag afterwards.
Theory
FD = 0.5⍴v2 CD A

●

⍴ = air density

●

v = airflow velocity

●

Cd = coefficient of drag

●

A = area of part exposed to airflow

(1)

As the drag equation above suggests, the drag in this case will have the largest
dependence on the area exposed to airflow. To find these areas exposed to airflow, the
cross-sectional area was used. For the sensor, the area of the 1.5-inch diameter circle was
calculated. The areas of the two teardrop cutouts were then calculated and then subtracted
from the circular cross section. The area calculation for the refueling basket followed a
similar process. The area of the hose adaptor was calculated along with the outer rim of
the basket. The cross-sectional areas of the spars were then added to this figure. The
airflow velocities tested will be the same for both parts. The question behind this test is
will the difference in part shape significantly affect the drag of the part. While the
refueling basket has more cutouts than the sensor, the surfaces interacting with airflow
are at a higher angle of incidence and the trailing edge, identical to the prototype,
provides drag so that the spars can fully expand into a cone. Furthermore, the hose
attachment can produce turbulent flow which again produces more drag when impacting
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a surface. On the other hand, the sensor is longer and has far more surface area than the
refueling basket. However, the sensor walls have a significantly lower angle of incidence
than the refueling basket. In addition, the cutouts on the sensor, while fewer, are more
prominent than the refueling basket. With these factors in mind, there is not a clear-cut
choice on which part would be more efficient.
Apparatus and Procedure
A one-kilogram load cell was used to gauge the force produced by the sensor and
refueling basket. A welding rod was attached to the load cell that extended into the
interior of the wind tunnel and supported the parts. This wire extension can be seen below
in Figure 7. One important factor of this experiment was making sure the roof opening of
the wind tunnel was large enough so that mid-test deflection would not result in the wire
hitting the roof opening. The reason for this precaution was that if the side of the roof
opening were contacted, the load would be placed upon that edge rather than the load
cell; thereby giving inaccurate readings. The load cell was arranged in a half-bridge
orientation and was attached to an amplifier before connected to the desktop. This
amplifier contained a twenty-six-and-a-half-ohm resistor. The resistance was an
interesting factor in this experiment because based on the amplifier resistance, the graph
results would be more or less extreme. Several pre-test measurements were conducted
before selecting the proper resistor. In Figure 8 below, the load cell exterior attachment is
displayed. To make sure the load cell itself was secure, a two-by-six plank with an Lbracket was placed on the wind tunnel roof exterior with a forty-pound weight placed on
the base end of the plank. The L-bracket was secured to the load cell by a C-clamp and a
buffer plate. As shown, the C-Clamp and buffer plate allowed the top half of the load cell
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to be secured while allowing the bottom half to bend freely. This style of attachment
allowed the bottom half of the load cell to bend freely; thereby calculating cell bending
moment and part drag within the tunnel.

Figure 7: Load Cell Wire with Sensor

Figure 8: Load Cell Exterior Support

To find drag produced, the first step was to calibrate the load cell with brass
weights. As shown in Figure 9, a string was secured to the load cell wire. This string was
supported by a pulley and had the brass weight attached to the opposite end using a loop.
The load cell test was initiated and the weights were placed on in the order of zero grams,
ten grams, twenty grams, thirty grams, and finally forty grams. This process resulted in a
step-shaped graph that allowed the experimenter to calculate average voltage values and
use them to indicate the force of drag produced by the sensor and refueling basket.
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Figure 9: Weight Calibration Setup

After calibrating the load cell, the sensor and refueling basket parts were placed
on the end of the wire as shown in Figure 7, secured using aluminum tape, and finally
measured for drag at various wind speeds. As the experimenter had to do in the first
experiment, the VFD settings had to be imputed into the wind tunnel control panel as
shown in Figure 3. These settings were in Hertz and ranged from twenty to fifty in
increments of five. The speeds resulting from these inputs were 10 m/s, 12 m/s, 14.5 m/s,
17 m/s, 19.5 m/s, 21 m/s, and 24 m/s respectively. These VFD settings translated into
airflow velocity can be seen in Appendix B and Table 2. Appendix B displays the wind
tunnel VFD setting graph where airflow velocity is shown. Furthermore, Table 2 displays
the specific VFD settings used during this experiment and the value of the resulting
airflow velocities. The order of testing was sensor first then refueling basket second.
Results graphs for both iterations are shown below.
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Figure 10: Graph for Weight Calibration Test Results

The graph above displays calibration results for simulated drag force (displayed in
Newtons based on brass weights) versus the value of average voltage seen within signal
plateaus in Appendix D. As one can see, the values for load cell voltage at each weight
are relatively clear. For each plateau, the varying voltage values were averaged, assigned
to their designated force due to weight, and graphed in Figure 10 above. The sudden
surges seen at the outset of each plateau due to vibration within the wire as brass weights
were changed were not included in the plateau average data as they were seen as outliers
and inaccurate. Each weight was tested for approximately one minute, allowing the
experimenter to calculate an accurate average. These values were compared to the
following Figures 11 and 12 to find how their voltages compared to drag forces
encountered during testing.
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Figure 11: Graph for Sensor Drag Test Results

The step-shaped results are visible in the raw signal data for the sensor test as
seen in Appendix E. Similar to calibration, each airflow velocity was tested for just over
a minute, allowing the vibrations to settle and a voltage plateau to form. The averages
calculated from these plateaus were used to calculate drag force based on calibration data.
Linear interpolation was used to calculate values that differed from calibration values.
Figure 11 above displays these calculated drag forces with corresponding airflow
velocity. The parabolic shape of this graph is similar to the result graph of the refueling
basket drag test.
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Figure 12: Graph for Refueling Basket Drag Test Results

The refueling basket results show a significantly steeper parabolic shape than the
sensor result curve. Furthermore, as displayed in Appendix F, the refueling basket data
contained far more vibration than the sensor or the weight calibration. This could be due
to a number of factors. Yet, even with higher vibration, the plateaus were still used for
approximation. The higher wind speeds displayed plateaus that were less defined than
lower wind speeds. The raw data and the graphed values in Figure 12 show that as
airflow velocity increased, drag force for the refueling basket increased at a higher rate
than the sensor design. While the last three increments of higher airflow velocity show an
approximately 0.1 Newton increase for the sensor, the last three increments for the
refueling basket show an approximately 0.2 Newton increase.
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Results
Table 2: Wind Tunnel Drag Test Results for Sensor and Refueling Basket

As seen in the results graphs and Table 2, the refueling basket created
significantly more drag than the sensor at higher airspeeds (maximum of 0.25 N).
Voltages seen during calibration were assigned to identical values seen within test results.
For example, a voltage of 2.63 V was associated with a thirty-gram weight. Linear
interpolation was then used to calculate the weight values of the voltages not seen during
calibration. The equation used for linear interpolation is as follows:

(2)
Calculating accurate values for drag force was crucial because it allowed for the
calculation of calibration weights into pounds of force. The wind tunnel conditions tested
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and calculated during this experiment allowed a model environment that applies to
prototypical equipment. The values were later scaled to reflect the prototypical mid-air
refueling basket and a larger sensor that would be the appropriate size for similar
refueling operations.
Results Interpretation
The increased drag produced by the refueling basket could be due to several
reasons. One integral reason for higher drag is that the surfaces encountering airflow on
the basket are at a significantly higher angle of incidence than those of the sensor. The aft
ring of the basket is meant to catch the air when extending from the tanker aircraft for
ease of deployment and full basket expansion. The spars that make up the basket itself are
at an approximately forty-five-degree angle of incidence and are flat rather than rounded.
A second noteworthy reason for higher drag is that the turbulent flow produced by the
hose adaptor at the front of the basket has a higher level of drag than laminar flow.
Airflow hits the almost flat leading edge of the adaptor, creating turbulence that hits the
aforementioned high angle of incidence spars in the basket. These factors combined are
not as aerodynamic as the smoother, low-alpha cone of the sensor.
Conclusions
When looking at the results of both the sensor and the refueling basket tests, it is
clear that the sensor produced less drag. Furthermore, since the absolute value of drag is
dependent on the approximated size in this case, the drag coefficient for the refueling
basket is larger than the drag coefficient for the sensor. The purpose of this experiment
was to find which part was less aerodynamically efficient as well as calibration and
producing result graphs to support either outcome. These objectives were accomplished
20

and one now sees possible shortcomings of the basket design. However, when discussing
which design is better for refueling, drag is not the only factor. This begs the question:
even though the sensor design produces less drag than the basket design, would it be the
better design to help pilots and air crews accomplish their missions during mid-air
refueling operations? If not, there are various design changes that could be made to the
current system based on the findings in this project. Airfoil-shaped spars within the
refueling basket would decrease the higher level of force produced by the angle of
incidence. Furthermore, amending the almost flat adaptor surface would certainly
decrease drag produced by the basket. Even if the sensor is not utilized during mid-air
refueling operations, aerodynamic characters have shown their importance within
experimental data.
Scaling
To understand how much drag a prototypical part would produce during flight
based on test results, the sensor and refueling basket needed to be scaled. Since both the
sensor and basket tested were one and a half inches in diameter, they would be scaled at
the same rate. Since the Navy’s refueling basket is four feet in diameter, the sensor was
likewise scaled to have a diameter of four feet and therefore a length of sixteen feet. The
drag equation was then examined to see the values that would be needed to calculate the
drag of both parts flying under certain conditions. Sea level conditions were assigned for
the purpose of having closer approximation for certain values (as explained in the error
section).
The original course of action was to use Reynolds number tables to calculate the
coefficient of drag after finding the Reynolds number itself. However, finding Reynolds
21

numbers tables for values as high as those seen in Table 9 was very challenging and
ultimately unsuccessful. No tables could be found through online research or fluid
dynamics textbooks that related the coefficient of drag to calculated Reynolds numbers.
Therefore, the coefficient of drag equation, as seen below, was used to scale the drag.
Finding this coefficient for tested values allowed the prototypical values to be scaled for
higher airflow velocities and larger airflow interaction areas.
𝐶𝑑 = (2 ∗ 𝐹𝑑)/(⍴ ∗ 𝑣 2 ∗ 𝐴)

(3)

Table 3 below displays both tested values for the coefficient of drag as well as the
values of scaled drag for both the sensor and refueling basket at a range of prototypical
refueling airspeeds (150-300 knots).
Table 3: Scaled Values for Sensor and Refueling Basket
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COST EFFICIENCY

The purpose of finding a design that produced the least amount of drag is because
it required more force and therefore more jet fuel to power the tanking aircraft at a certain
airspeed if the refueling apparatus creates a high amount of drag force. As displayed in
Table 5, even a small difference in drag can save the Department of Defense (DoD) a
large amount of money over time. After finding the drag produced by the sensor and the
refueling basket, the drag of the tanking aircraft itself had to be found. The aircraft used
as the tanker was the KC-135. This value was estimated using data published by the U.S.
Air Force and other researched data. Some of this information was difficult to find
because some of the data is either classified or not published online. This data includes
fuel burned at certain airspeeds and altitudes, drag coefficient and Reynolds number
tables for the KC-135, and cross-sectional areas of the aircraft. Therefore, many of these
values had to be estimated or taken from other aircraft as models. To find the crosssectional area used in the drag equation, the surface area of the wing was estimated as a
substitute for the frontal area. As seen below in Figure 13 published by NASA, the
reference areas of frontal area, total surface area, and wing area are all able to be used for
drag.
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Figure 13: Depiction of Reference Areas for Drag Including Calculated Wing Area

After calculating this drag of the sensor, refueling basket, and tanking aircraft at
the scaled airflow velocities, the amount of fuel burned per hour was calculated. Again,
since these fuel efficiency tables are not available, the amount of fuel burned at the air
speeds was estimated using linear interpolation. The values used for interpolation were
idle and peak performance. The KC-35 engine, the Pratt & Whitney J57-P-59W turbojet
engine, produces 21,634 pounds force of thrust at maximum power. The maximum
airspeed of the KC-135 is 460.5 knots. Finally, the fuel consumption rate of the J57
engine is 2.10 [lb/(lbf*hr)]. Using the following equation, fuel consumption at the scaled
airspeeds was possible:
!"

!"

𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 1#$2 = 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =(!"&∗ℎ$)> ∗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 (ℎ𝑟) ∗
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 (𝑙𝑏𝑓)

(4)

Having the fuel burned by the tanker aircraft at the scaled airspeeds, it was now
possible to calculate the additional fuel burned when the refueling apparatus was in use:
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!"

𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 1#$ 2 =
[*+,! +.,/ (!")∗0102! /$23 (!"&)]
0256,$ /$23 (!"&)

(5)

Table 4: Tanker Data for Sensor and Refueling Basket

Knowing how much fuel was burned per hour between the sensor and refueling
basket displayed how much additional fuel would be used with the basket as shown in
Table 5. This difference simply needed to be converted to pounds and then multiplied by
the cost of Navy jet fuel (JP5), which is $3.01 per gallon, and use dimensional analysis to
see how much money could be saved during a single year when using the sensor design.
Table 5: Cost Analysis for Efficiency
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From this table, it was clear that at higher tanking airspeeds used for fixed-wing
fighter or attack aircraft, the sensor design would save a significant amount of money.
Yet, at lower airspeeds, the refueling basket design remains more economically efficient.
A KC-135 spends approximately 351 hours in the air per year. If twenty percent
of this time is used for refueling operations, the maximum number of additional fuel that
would be paid for is $73,543.84 per aircraft. Then for the 396 KC-135’s used within
active-duty Air Force, Air National Guard, and Air Force Reserves, $29,123,361.30
would be saved on jet fuel for the entire tanker fleet in a single year.
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MISSION EFFECTIVENESS

While the Sensor design is more cost effective, one also must consider the ability
to perform in a mission scenario. There are two issues with the sensor design that could
affect the ability of pilots to adequately carry out refueling operations during a mission.
One of these issues is that the larger cutouts could catch the male end of the refueling
probe stored in the nose of most Navy aircraft. The probe could get caught and jammed
in this cutout rather than nicely feeding into the front end of the cone as it does with the
prototypical drogue refueling basket. Furthermore, the scaled sensor design is sixteen feet
in length and is not flexible like the basket. Therefore, major design changes would have
to occur for both the refueling probes in aircraft and the refueling drop tank that is used
on organic tanking aircraft. Furthermore, the stability of the sensor was not exceptional as
seen in Table 7. This would be a significant challenge for pilots to connect with a
refueling apparatus using the sensor design if significant roll, rotation, and yaw were
occurring during mid-air refueling operations. Yet, a positive aspect of the sensor design,
as mentioned previously, is that less fuel consumption during a mission would mean
increased fuel storage aboard an aircraft carrier. This in turn would mean that the carrier
would have an increased mission readiness at any given time. Finally, the Navy would
save money on Underway Replenishment (UNREP) because of the decrease in fuel
consumption.
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ERROR

As stated previously, many values had to be estimated for drag and performance
calculations. Therefore, the data for drag and efficiency are also estimates. However, the
purpose of this research was not to redesign the Navy’s mid-air refueling system, but to
support the idea that a newer design might be profitable for Naval Aviation. The same
refueling design has been used for decades. Given the DoD’s aspirations to modernize
crucial equipment, why not look into this idea? Examples of values approximated are
listed below:
•

Approximations:
o Reynolds number
o Sea level conditions for performance
o Coefficient of drag: KC-135
o Dynamic viscosity
o Wing Surface area for KC-135
o Pratt & Whitney J-57 fuel consumption charts (linear interpolation based
on maximum performance)
o No available fluid tables for KC-135, Navy refueling basket, or sensor
design available
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CONCLUSION
When thinking of military equipment, the primary consideration is not always
cost effectiveness. Arguably the primary factor in designing military equipment is
mission effectiveness. If the mission is not accomplished, it doesn’t matter how cost
efficient the design may be, it still failed. These factors need to be considered when
looking at the difference in the sensor design and the drogue refueling basket design.
While the sensor produces less drag, it might not provide ease of refueling and pilot
safety. Similar to the way aircraft are designed, decision matrices can be used to decide
between two competitive parts. A reason that the Navy has not redesigned this equipment
is mission success. Not only is the basket simple and easy to tweak for specific missions,
but pilots are also able to utilize this equipment effectively and more important: safely.
The mission always comes first. When looking at these two designs, it depends on
whether the Navy’s mission at the time is saving money or equipment reliability.
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APPENDIX A: SENSOR STABILITY EXPERIMENT

Table 6: Sensor Attachment Lengths and Allowable Rotation Diameters
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APPENDIX B: WIND TUNNEL AIRFLOW VELOCITY GRAPH

Wind Tunnel Velocity Based on VFD Settings from Crosby Lab Manual [1]
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APPENDIX C: CALIBRATION

Table 7: Calibration Test Values
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APPENDIX D: RAW SIGNAL DATA FOR WEIGHT CALIBRATION TEST
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APPENDIX E: RAW SIGNAL DATA FOR SENSOR DRAG TEST
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APPENDIX F: RAW SIGNAL DATA FOR REFUELING BASKET DRAG TEST
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APPENDIX G: ADDITIONAL TABLES

Table 8: Values Used During Calculations

Table 9: Estimated Reynolds Number
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